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Abstract 

Background and Objective: The health industry is a competitive and lucrative industry that has attracted many investors. 

Therefore, hospitals must create competitive advantages to stay in the competitive market. Patient satisfaction with the 

services provided in hospitals is one of the most basic competitive advantages of this industry. Therefore, identifying and 

analyzing the factors affecting the increase of patient satisfaction is an undeniable necessity that has been addressed in this 

study. 

Methods: Because patient satisfaction characteristics used in hospitals may have a hidden relationship with each other, data 

mining approaches and tools to analyze patient satisfaction according to the questionnaire used We used the hospital. After 

preparing the data, the characteristics mentioned in the questionnaire for patients, classification models were applied to the 

collected and cleared data, and with the feature selection methods, effective characteristics Patients were identified and 

analyzed for satisfaction or dissatisfaction. 

Results: Based on the findings of the present study, it can be concluded that the factors of patient mentality of the 

physician's expertise and skill, appropriate and patient behavior of the physician and food quality (hoteling) respectively 

have a higher chance of increasing patient satisfaction with Establish services provided in the hospital. 

Conclusion: Comparing the approach used in this study with other studies showed that due to the hidden effects of variables 

on each other and the relatively large number of variables studied, one of the best options for analyzing patient satisfaction 

questionnaire data, Use of data mining tools and approaches 
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Background and Objective 

Hasheminejad kidney center, based on its strategic mission, pays special attention to 

discovering and meeting patients' expectations as the main axis of the hospital. Based on the 

model of European Customer Satisfaction Index (ESCI), this center reviews, discovers and 

measures customer satisfaction every year1. In this study, we seek to analyze the satisfaction 

of patients admitted to Hasheminejad Hospital with the help of data mining. According to the 

above explanations, the benefits and necessity of patient satisfaction analysis in the hospital 

are undeniable. 
In many previous studies, statistical analysis and statistical tests have been used to measure 

patient satisfaction2,3, 4-12. In recent years, researchers have considered the use of machine 

learning techniques to analyze patient satisfaction to make structural changes in the provision 

of medical services13-15.Galatas et al. analyzed patient satisfaction using data mining 

techniques In their study, they showed that the results of data mining analysis are 

significantly related to the results of statistical analysis13. 
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Due to the large dimensions of the 

questionnaire used in the present study and 

the large number of hospitalized patients, 

statistical approaches in analyzing these 

data will fail, machine learning approaches 

are proposed to analyze customer 

satisfaction measurement data in this 

project. The reason we will use machine 

learning to analyze patient satisfaction is 

that we will examine several dimensions 

of characteristics to measure patient 

satisfaction. Due to the large number of 

patients and the variety of characteristics 

under study (complex data), machine 

learning provides us with appropriate tools 

to be able to use them to analyze data with 

multiple dimensions. 

Method 

Figure 1 shows the stages of research 

methodology (research framework). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Research performance framework 

According to Figure 1, the research 

framework includes the steps of data 

collection, data preprocessing, 

classification model training, classification 

model performance evaluation, data 

reduction based on differentiating features, 

and finally classification training based on 

the top 20 features that is explained in 

detail. 

Data collection 

The Self-made questionnaire1 was used in 

order to collect data in this study. For this 

purpose, the questionnaires completed the 

questionnaire in person to person with 

questions and answers from patients. For 

this purpose, patients who had an 

acceptable level of alertness to respond or 

their companions were selected to 

participate in the survey. Since the average 

length of hospital stay of patients in wards 

(except transplant ward and outpatient 

surgery ward) is 3 days, to prevent data 

bias, data were collected from wards 3 

days apart. In this way, a special ward was 

referred once every three days to collect 

data so that patients were discharged 3 

days earlier and participants were not 

duplicates. 

Features 

Questionnaire14 information of 500 in-

patients was collected for a period of three 

months in the form of an Excel file 

containing 75 columns (features). After 

deleting the first and last name columns, 

the data had 74 columns. In many cases, 

columns 60 to 74, which are related to the 

supplementary questions, had missing 

values. Due to the large number of missing 

values (about 90% of the rows), these 

columns were removed from the data. 

Columns one to 59 of the data are as 

follows: 

 If1 to If10 are personal profile 

questions. 

 N1 to N9 are nursing questions. 

Data collection 

Pre-processing and data preparation 

Training of classification models 

Performance evaluation of 

classification models 

Learn categories based on the top 20 

features 

Data reduction based on worshiper 

characteristics 
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 M1 to M7 are medical questions. 

 H1 to H8 are hoteling questions. 

 R1 to R8 are communication 

questions. 

 IM1 to IM5 are patient mentality 

questions from the hospital. 

 C1 to C1.1 are complaint 

questions. 

 L1 to L4 are loyalty questions. 

 Q1 to Q4 are general questions. 

 the patient's score to the hospital. 

"if4" "N2"  "M1"  "M2"  "M5"  "M6"  "M7"  

"H1"  "H5"  "H6"  "H7"  "H8 " " R3"  "R7"  

"IM2" "L3"  "Q3" 

On the other hand, all If9 column values were 

1 or the missing value. Therefore, this column 

was also removed. Columns If6.1 and C1.1 

also had more than a third of the missing 

values and were therefore removed. 

Pre-processing and data preparation 

Usually, the data collected can not be used 

in the current format and it is necessary to 

take steps to clear and prepare the data on 

it. In many cases, the data contains noise, 

outlier points, missing values, and various 

intervals for different characteristics. If the 

data cleaning and preparation steps(data 

preprocessing) are not correctly 

performed, the results obtained from 

clasification models and other machine 

learning models will not be significant and 

may even be invalid. Therefore, it is 

necessary to take the necessary steps to 

prepare data on it)16 . 

The steps required to prepare the data in 

this study include identifying and 

replacing missing values, normalizing 

numerical characteristics, and finally 

discretizing the class label column. Each 

of these steps will be described in detail 

below. 

Identify and replace missing values 

Rows with an unspecified amount of 

points are deleted, because the score 

determines the class label. Also columns 

with more than a quarter of the missing 

value data are removed.After examining 

different threshold values to remove the 

columns, the threshold value was selected 

as a quarter, which led to more accuracy, 

precision and recall of the classification 

models in both training data and test data. 

On the other hand, columns which all 

registered values are the same number for 

thos are removed. 

The KnnImputation command in the 

DMWR software package in R software is 

used to locate the missing values. In this 

method, to fill in the missing values, the 

nearest neighbors of the row with the 

missing value are identified in terms of 

other characteristics and the average value 

of that column in these nearest neighbors 

is considered as the suggested value for the 

row with the missing value. Neighbor K = 

3 was selected to replace the missing 

values. The reason for choosing three 

neighbors is that the noise data is more 

involved with the choice of K = 1 

neighbor, and on the other hand, 

increasing K leads to the involvement of 

data in determining the missing value of a 

data that is less similar to it. Therefore, the 

best recommended value is K = 3. 

Normalization of numerical data 

The min-max method is used to normalize 

numerical data. In this way, the value of 

the numbers in that column is normalized 

according to the following equation for 

each column with numeric values x: 

min( )

max( ) min( )

x x
normalizedX

x x





  

Discrete the class label column 

we first plotted the class label column 

histogram In order to discretize the class label 

column, which is shown in Figure 2. 
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 Figure 2 Histogram of the class label column 

Since more than half of the comments 

assigned a total score above 18, we considered 

two satisfaction classes with a score above 18 

and a score less than or equal to 18 for 

discretization, which is about 55.8% of 

patients in The first class and the others were 

in the second class. Experts were used to 

discretize the class label column and the 

selected intervals were approved by the 

experts. 

Classification model training 

In this study, random sampling was performed 

by placing an equal number of both classes for 

data sampling,  and the data that did not 

participate in the training sample to build a 

classification model were considered as a test 

or test set. 

The decision tree classifier was created using 

this tutorial. Another model used to 

classificate patients' opinions is the model of 

support vector machines in the radial kernel. 

The next model is linear kernel support vector 

machines (SVM)17. 

The decision tree classifier is a popular, 

simple, and fast model that works well for 

classifying linearly separable data. On the 

other hand, the graphic diagram and 

association rules extracted from this category 

can help analyze the relationships between 

variables and better understand the 

performance of the model. 

Support machine classifier is one of the 

strongest classifications that usually has a very 

good performance in data classification. This 

category can use different kernels to separate 

different types of data patterns. For example, 

for linearly separable data, linear kernels are 

used, and for linearly separable data, kernels 

such as radial, polynomial, and sigoid kernels 

are used. Usually the radial kernel performs 

better than other kernels for linearly integral 

data. 

Evaluate system performance 

In order to evaluate the performance of the 

constructed category, the criteria of accuracy, 

sensitivity and specificity and F score are used. 

The formulas for accuracy, sensitivity and 

specificity are shown below: 

TP TN
accuracy

n


   

TP
Sensitivity

TP FN

TN
Specificity

TN FP







  

In the above relations, TP is the number of true 

positive examples, TN is the number of true 

negative examples, FP is the number of 

positive positive examples and FN is the 

number of negative negative examples. n is 

also the total number of examples. 

𝐹 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒

= 2 
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
 

Reduce data based on selection of 

differentiating features 

Because the performance of the classification 

models was sometimes not very favorable, we 

decided to use the feature selection methods 

and identify the distinguishing features and 

then study the classification model only on the 

superior set of distinguishing features to see if 

improvements in the performance of 

classification models can be provided to 

measure patient satisfaction. For this purpose, 

among the feature selection methods, the 

random forest method was used. 

After applying the random forest method by 

constructing 100 trees on the educational data, 

the top twenty features were identified in 
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terms of average reduction of error squares 

and reduction of node purity. For this purpose, 

twenty superior properties were extracted to 

reduce the mean error squared and twenty 

superior properties were extracted to reduce 

the impurity of the nodes. 

Characteristics that were among the top twenty 

characteristics in both feature selection 

methods with random forest in terms of 

average reduction of error squared and 

reduction of node purity were also identified. 

When selecting and reducing attributes is done 

with filtering methods such as correlation 

analysis, selecting and reducing the number of 

attributes will be one of the steps of data 

preprocessing. However, since this operation 

can be performed based on the results of the 

importance of variables after training the 

categories, it can not be in the pre-processing 

and data preparation stage. 

Clasifier training with only the top twenty 

distinguishing features 

At this stage, decision tree categories and 

support vector machines, which are identified 

using only the top twenty features identified 

by one of the two methods, are evaluated and 

performance criteria are evaluated. 

The decision tree was applied to the top twenty 

properties to reduce the mean of the error 

squares. Radial kernel support vector machines 

were also applied to the top twenty 

characteristics to reduce the mean error 

squared. Linear kernel support vector 

machines were also applied to the top twenty 

characteristics to reduce the average error 

squares. The decision tree was applied to the 

top twenty properties to reduce the purity of 

the nodes. 

Radial kernel support vector machines were 

applied as another classifier to the top twenty 

characteristics to reduce node impurity. 

Support vector machines with linear kernels 

were also applied to the top twenty 

characteristics to reduce node impurity. 

Finally, it is necessary to evaluate the 

performance of classification models using the 

top twenty differentiating features in one of 

two ways: reducing the average error squared 

or reducing the imperfection of nodes. And 

compare which category can achieve the 

highest level of performance. 

Results 

The decision tree clasifier was created using a 

training sample, which is summarized in 

Figure 3 and Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 3. Summary of the decision tree made to categorize patient opinion 
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s 

Figure 4. Decision tree made to clasify patients' opinions 

Another model used to categorize patients' 

opinions is the model of support vector 

machines in the radial kernel. The next model 

is the model of support vector machines with 

linear kernels. 

Evaluate system performance 

Table 2 summarizes the classification models 

by performance evaluation indicators. 

Table 2. Performance evaluation of different classification models to measure patient satisfaction 

Clasifier model Accuracy sensitivity Being exclusive F score 

decision tree 69.8 57.14 78.12 66.00 

Backup vector machine with radial kernel 69.6 88.9 57.1 69.54 

Backup vector machine with linear kernel 65.3 61.1 67.8 64.27 

 

According to Table 2, all classifiers performed 

better than the random classification method 

with an accuracy of 0.5 on the test data, but 

their performance was not very strong. 

Reduce data based on selection of 

differentiating features 

After applying the random forest method by 

constructing 100 trees on the educational data, 

the top twenty features were identified in 

terms of average reduction of error squares 

and reduction of node purity. Figure 5 

illustrates the top twenty features to reduce the 

mean error squared, and Figure 6 illustrates the 

top twenty features to reduce the impurity of 

the nodes. 
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Figure 5. Top 20 Distinctive Characteristics in terms of Mean Squared Error Figure 6. 20 Superior distinguishing feature in terms of purity of tree nodes 

 

The characteristics that were among the top 

twenty characteristics in both methods of 

feature selection with random forest in terms 

of average reduction of error squares and 

reduction of node purity are: 

"if4" "N2"  "M1"  "M2"  "M5"  "M6"  "M7"  

"H1"  "H5"  "H6"  "H7"  "H8 " " R3"  "R7"  

"IM2" "L3"  "Q3 

clasifier training with only the top twenty 

distinguishing features 

At this stage, decision tree clasifiers and 

support vector machines are taught using only 

the top 20 features identified by one of the two 

methods, and performance metrics are 

evaluated. 

Figure 7 summarizes the decision tree applied 

to the top twenty properties to reduce the mean 

error squared." 

Figure 8 shows the decision tree obtained with these twenty top features. 

 

Figure 7. Summary of the decision tree on the top twenty features to reduce the average error squared 
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Figure 8. The decision tree obtained from the top twenty properties in order to reduce the average error squared 

Radial kernel support vector machines 

were also applied to the top twenty 

characteristics to reduce the mean error 

squared. Linear kernel support vector 

machines were also applied to the top 

twenty characteristics to reduce the 

average error squares. 

Figure 9 summarizes the decision tree 

applied to the top twenty properties to 

reduce the impurity of the nodes. 
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Figure 10 shows the decision tree obtained with these twenty top features. 

\

 

Figure 10. Decision tree from the top twenty properties to reduce the impurity of nodes 

Radial kernel support vector machines 

were also applied to the top twenty 

characteristics to reduce node impurity. 

Support vector machines with linear 

kernels were also applied to the top twenty 

characteristics to reduce node impurity. 

Table 3 summarizes the performance 

evaluation of classification models using 

the top twenty distinguishing features in 

one of two ways: reducing the mean error 

squared or reducing the imperfection of 

the nodes. 

Figure 9. Summary of the decision tree on the top twenty properties to reduce the impurity of the nodes 



 

Table 3. Evaluate the performance of category models using them based only on the top twenty features 

Features used Clasifier model Accuracy sensitivity Being exclusive F score  

Reduce MSE decision tree 0.6 0.68 0.55 0.61 

Reduce MSE Support vector machine with 

radial kernel 

0.68 0.84 0.58 0.69 

Reduce MSE Support vector machine with 

radial kernel 

0.62 0.53 0.68 0.59 

Reduce 

impurity 

decision tree 0.62 0.5 0.7 0.58 

Reduce 

impurity 

Support vector machine with 

radial kernel 

0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Reduce 

impurity 

Support vector machine with 

radial kernel 

0.58 0.35 0.73 0.47 

 

According to the results of Table 3 and its 

comparison with Table 2, we conclude that the 

best performance of that category is the 

support vector machines with radial kernel, 

which has been applied to the top twenty 

features to reduce the impurity of the nodes. 

Other clasifiers do not show a significant 

difference in the case that applies to all 

features compared to the case that applies to 

the top twenty features. 

Conclusion 

One of the main goals of the hospital is 

customer orientation and obtaining high 

patient satisfaction. Hasheminejad 

subspecialty center during the past years, 

at regular intervals and based on a 

systematic method has surveyed patients in 

different wards of the hospital. In each 

period, based on the results of the survey, 

hospital policies and strategies are 

adopted. The analysis of patients' opinions 

in the hospital so far has been based on 

statistical results (average satisfaction) in 

different wards. In this study, we 

examined several dimensions of 

characteristics to analyze patient 

satisfaction. Due to the large number of 

patients and the diversity of the studied 

characteristics (complex data), data mining 

is a suitable tool for data analysis with 

large dimensions, which was used in this 

study. Based on the findings of the present 

study, it can be concluded that the 

following factors create a higher chance of 

patients' satisfaction with the services 

provided in the hospital, respectively. 

}Patient mentality> personal 

characteristics  > Hoteling{…….        . 

Patient satisfaction. 

In the above model, the patient mentality 

refers to the good and appropriate 

relationship between the physician and the 

patient, and the personal characteristics of 

the physician are returned, and the quality 

of food in the field of hoteling is effective 

in patient satisfaction. As can be seen, the 

credibility and appropriate behavior of the 

physician has a great impact on patient 

satisfaction. 

Data mining reveals hidden data and 

information between survey results, the 

results of this study can help hospital 

managers and officials to analyze patients' 

behavior in choosing a hospital, their 

loyalty to the hospital, and their mentality 

of the hospital. And guide them in future 

planning for patients. It will also help 

managers plan for patients who are more 

loyal to the hospital by categorizing 

patients. 

In our previous research, the use of data 

mining approaches to analyze patient 

satisfaction has received less attention. 

However, due to the hidden effects of 

variables on each other and the relatively 

large number of variables studied, one of 

the best options for analyzing patient 
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satisfaction questionnaire data is to use 

data mining tools and approaches. 

Therefore, this case is considered as a kind 

of innovation of this research. 

Since not every questionnaire can be 

comprehensive and complete and show all 

the cases considered by patients in 

measuring their satisfaction with the 

services they have received. On the other 

hand, filling out the questionnaire is 

sometimes difficult and long for patients 

and makes them and their companions 

bored. This can reduce the accuracy of 

patients in filling out the questionnaire and 

cast doubt on the validity of the research 

results on the data of completed 

questionnaires. 

 Therefore, it is suggested that patients' 

opinions be recorded briefly in the form of 

text or even speech, and then using text 

processing and text mining systems as well 

as speech to text conversion to try to 

analyze the comments and measure their 

satisfaction. On the other hand, the system 

can also analyze patients' suggestions. 
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